Data Protection Information for participants of ASIM 2022
(26th Simulation Technology Symposium)

Data protection and its safeguarding are key concerns for TU Wien. Personal data is processed in strict compliance with the principles and requirements laid down in the GDPR\(^1\) and DSG\(^2\). TU Wien only processes the data necessary to achieve the intended purposes and strives at all times to ensure the security and accuracy of data.

**Controller:**
Rectorate of Technische Universität Wien (TUWien)
Karlsplatz 13
1040 Vienna

**Data protection officer:**
Mag. Christina Thirsfeld, TU Wien,
Karlsplatz 13/018, 1040 Vienna
datenschutz@tuwien.ac.at

The following data is processed during this data processing:

- Academic degree
- Name
- Institution
- Address
- Billing address
- E-mail
- Membership in one of the co-organising bodies

The data is collected directly from you.

**Legal basis for data processing:**
This use of personal data is based on Article 6 par 1 (e) (performance of a task in the public interest) GDPR in conjunction with § 3 numeral 7 of the 2002 University Act ("Support of national and international cooperation in the field of academic research and teaching as well as the arts").

---

\(^1\) General Data Protection Regulation
\(^2\) Data Protection Act (Datenschutzgesetz)
Categories of recipients of personal data:
Your personal data will be forwarded to the following recipients who are directly involved in the event process and if the organisational process makes this necessary, on the basis of the statutory provisions or contractual agreement:

TU Grafisches Zentrum GmbH

Purpose of data processing:
We collect your personal data for the processing and transmission of data for the organisation and administration of ASIM 2022.

Advertising of events with personal data:
Personal data (name, employer, photograph) of designated persons, for example speakers and participants in panel discussions, are published for the purpose of advertising an event.

Data processing for abstract submission purposes
The submission of your academic work for the event in question is not possible without the collection, storage and processing of your personal data. This is done solely for the purpose of organising and conducting the event. Your data will only be passed on to third parties who are directly involved in the event process and if the organisational process makes this necessary (e.g. academic committee, organising body, reviewer, publisher).

Pictures/videos:
Pictures and videos will be taken during the event if we are entitled to do so (for example, by your consent). The pictures and videos will be used for marketing purposes (event reports, promotion of follow-up events & self-marketing) and documentation purposes. If you do not agree with any use of these pictures/videos, you can contact us at any time at asim2022@asim-gi.org; in addition we will provide special areas where neither photography nor filming will take place.

Storage duration:
We store your data for the processing of the event and beyond, as long as legal retention periods exist or as long as legal claims can be asserted against TU Wien or as long as consent has been given for this.

As the subject of this data processing, you have the following rights in relation to TU Wien:

- Right of access
- Right to rectification
- Right to erasure
- Right to restriction of processing of your data
- Right to data portability
- Right to object

Furthermore, as a data subject, you have the right to complain to the data protection authority about allegedly unlawful data processing or non-compliance with our obligations under the GDPR.

Right to revocation under Article 7 GDPR:
Depending on your "category of person", we will ask you for different consent statements. These are requested within the online registry, or directly from the data subject/group coordinator/company
Every data subject has the right to withdraw his or her consent at any time in writing by sending an e-mail to asim2022@asim-gi.org. The withdrawal of consent shall not affect the lawfulness of processing based on consent before its withdrawal.
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